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Peer review under responsibility of African Federation for Emergency Medicine.Brave African Discussions in Emergency Medicine (#badEM) is a
team of inhospital and prehospital emergency care staff who
believe in free, open-access learning. The team, sponsored by Stel-
lenbosch Medical School and Ysterplaat Medical Supplies, hosted a
symposium for 450 doctors, nurses, students and emergency med-
ical services personnel on 10 September 2016 in Cape Town, South
Africa; but most importantly – the symposiumwas entirely free for
all delegates.
Why would a team of people with full time jobs, precious little
spare time and no funding take a massive gamble and organize a
free event for 450 people, you might ask? Well, we did it because
we believe in emergency medicine, and the incredible people who
work as the indispensable cogs and bolts of the emergency care
system. We did it because the more motivated people are, the
more they enjoy their jobs. We did it because access to information
should not depend on whether you are able, or your institution is
willing to fund your continued medical education. And finally we
did it because we wanted to chip away at the inter-disciplinary
silos, within emergency medicine and its complementary disci-
plines. As a result the symposium programme catered for a wide,
representative audience, and our speakers really stepped up to
the plate.
Presentation were kept short and fast-paced (the longest talk
was 15 min). These were wrapped up in clinical talks, debates,
rants and reflections that touched on emotional and thought-pro-
voking material, to practical, practice-changing clinical learning
followed by debate and discussion between the delegates and
the speakers. Let’s just say it was not a run-of-the-mill educational
day. For instance, delegates participated in an ECG master class on
electrolytes with Sa’ad Lahri using dance moves to demonstrate
ECG changes, and bingo-master Andrew Redfern played bronchi-
olitis bingo to take us through best-evidence bronchiolitis care.
The programme touched on hot topics, such as end-of-life care,
the appropriateness of CPR in low resourced settings and trade-offs
in emergency care in low- and middle income settings. Speakers
turned the emergency care service upside down and left delegates
feeling energized and inspired. A poignant moment came when
delegates were asked to close their eyes and raise a red card (pro-
vided earlier) if they had ever made a mistake that had or poten-
tially could have harmed a patient, they opened their eyes to a
sea of cards held high in the air (Fig. 1). To have stood in a room
with some of the best emergency medicine personnel in the coun-
try openly admitting to having made an error was an intense
moment. As the speaker Ross Hofmeyr said, the only providers
who do not make mistakes are those who do not see patients.For most delegates, this was their first symposium. The feed-
back was overwhelmingly positive: one group of paramedics said
they felt valued for the first time in their careers. We were com-
pletely blown away by the delegates’ energy. What started off as
a symposium intended for delegates from Cape Town and sur-
rounds, ended up drawing delegates from all over the country.
Over the course of the next fewmonths the teamwill be posting
the talks from #badEM16 on the blog. We welcome any sugges-
tions for the 2017 symposium to make the event even better.
Our two biggest priorities are to entice lesser known speakers to
present, and to include emergency nursing speakers. We aim to
continue promoting all that is African Emergency Medicine and
to energize and inspire our attendees. It is up to us, as thetions and
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Emergency Medicine and this is just the beginning.
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